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Hi 
 
Welcome to my Keeping Chickens Newsletter. 
 
Thanks to everyone who has sent in their keeping chickens tips, stories and 
photos etc. - as usual, if you have anything chicken related (tips, photos, stories, 
questions, coops etc.) you'd like to share in future issues of the newsletter or blog 
posts then just email news@self-sufficient-life.com and I will do my best to 
answer / include them.  
 
 
 
Best Wishes 
Gina 
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Subscriber Letters 
 

Shellie : Thanks so much for this wonderful newsletter, Gina.  Here’s how we 
start our days around the vineyard... 
 

 
 
Maggie : Thank you for posting this (coccidiosis video) 
http://successwithpoultry.blogspot.com/2011/02/coccidiosis-in-chickens.html  
I too have had problems with it in the past.    Coccidiosis in chickens is not 
always a result of poor management, as a matter of fact even with my 
impeccably clean flock one year I brought in a new batch of 130 chicks and lost 
26 of them to this disease.    It only takes ONE infected chicken to wipe out 10 
or even 20, 30 chicks.   I say chicks since all my losses occurred at 4-8 weeks 
old.   It's a very common disease.    All my chickens are free range and water 
areas are cleaned daily and litter is always kept fresh. Vaccinate is the easiest 
way. Since I started vaccinating my flock I have not had an outbreak. Thank you 
for your lovely newsletter, I adore it!    (btw, happy the “pepper” cure worked for 
a couple of people with non=laying hens in the winter). Warmest, Maggie 
 

 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/1/TedsWoodWorking
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Stefanne Kelley : Hi Gina! I enjoy receiving your newsletter and am always 
learning something new or reading an interesting story with every issue. I 
wanted to share a few pictures that I thought were very interesting, and that the 
other readers would enjoy.  
 
My husband and I went out of town for Christmas and had some friends taking 
care of our cats and chickens. Our first morning back I went out to the coop only 
to discover the biggest egg I had ever seen. I thought someone might have 
replaced on of my hens with an ostrich!! The egg measured 3 inches tall by 2 
inches wide.  
 

 
 

When we finally cracked the egg open we expected to find a multiple yolk egg, 
but instead we found another perfectly formed egg inside the giant egg!! We 
were shocked! It was the last thing we expected to find, and I am guessing pretty 
rare! 
 
The next picture is an xray that I took of one of my hens that I thought was egg 
bound. Just thought it was a really neat xray and wanted to share with everyone. 
She ended up passing the egg on her own, but has not laid since.  
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When she finally passed the egg it had another membrane forming on the outside 
of it so we are guessing she is the one that laid the egg inside the egg, and that it 
might have happened again. Hope you all enjoy! Stefanne, St. Petersburg, FL  
 
James Rousseaux : I have been reading your newsletter since I started keeping 
chooks about 6 months ago and I have found it to be a fantastic source of 
information. I wanted to pass on a lesson for new players that I learned the hard 
way. It is regarding a problem when a chicken becomes “Egg Bound”.  
 

We have flock of 7 wonderful girls all different breeds. Australorp, Brown 
Barnevelder, Silver Laved Barnevelder, Cochin, Buff Orphington, Brahma and a 
Columbian Wyandotte Bantam. Our Brown Laced Barnevelder had just started 
laying about 2 weeks ago. She laid 1 good egg but then laid 2 very soft shell 
eggs that broke and she stopped laying. She didn’t lay for about a week and then 
I found her dead in the Laying box.  
 

The night before she died I went to the coop in the afternoon like I do every day. 
She is normally a very shy girl and runs away if I get near. However on this day 
when I opened the door she was standing in the door and didn’t move. I was able 
to stroke her back a couple of times and then she wandered away. This was very 
strange. I should have known something was wrong by her behavior. (Mental 
note) Sadly when I came home the next day I found her in the Laying box dead.  
 

Symptoms of an egg bound chook: 
Lethargic (like my shy chook who didn’t run away) 
Weepy eyes 
Not eating or drinking much 
Swollen abdomen 
Spending a lot of time in the laying box. (Attempting to lay her eggs but can’t) 
Egg Whites leaking from her vent. Vent may also be red and swollen.  
What have I learned?  
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Apart from the symptoms above. The fact that she laid some soft shell eggs can lead to egg 
binding and you need to monitor the chook. There are mixed ideas on best treatment and 
trying to break up a bound egg can lead to further complications. Most suggest isolating the 
chook and placing her on warm damp towels to help get everything moving naturally. Also, 
her change in behavior was an obvious sign that something was wrong and I should have 
checked her.  
I can only hope this info can save someone else’s chook one day. Because knowing what I 
know now I could have saved our girl. Kind regards, James Rousseaux 
 
My Reply : Thank-you very much for sharing your sad experience. I’m sure it will help 
others reading this. It may be possible that the leaking egg whites from the vent together 
with a swollen abdomen could be an indication of internal laying / egg peritonitis - it 
perhaps could have been an issue she was born with. The symptoms are very similar to 
being egg bound but a lot harder to do anything about sadly. If anyone does suspect egg 
bound I have a bit more about it on my  newsletter website here :  
http://www.keepingchickensnewsletter.com/site/egg-bound-chicken-symptoms-and-treatment 
 
Janet : We got wee baby chicks sent to us in a cardboard shoe size box in the mail from 
Alberta nursery. We lost 5 of the 25 we ordered. We got them in March of 2010 and kept 
them in the basement for 2 weeks then transferred them to the coup. We realized in the city 
we cannot have so many and ended up giving a bunch away to very good homes. We kept 
6. They were doing very well but 1 we called precious dropped eggs with no shells. The vet 
said her little canal did not form right and she would have to be culled so that was a sad 
day. :( 1 of our girls was very mean and she pecked the other girls terribly so we gave her 
away, and now we are down to 4 and that seems to be a great # for the city. We put sand in 
the floor of the coup and they love it. In the winter we put Alpha hay in the side that we 
have the egg laying boxes in and they spend hours scratching and eating ( it keeps their 
yolks really orange ) They do not like the cold because they have been so spoiled. In the 
side we have the heat lamp and feeder and water dishes and portable heater on a timer ( it 
clicks on 3 times a day to keep the chill off) we also have sand on the floor and the girls 
love to take dust baths in the sand. This is our first go at chickens and we LOVE Having 
them, they are very personable and each one has to have their turn to be picked up and 
cuddled. Your Newsletter has been a great help and I will add more news now. We named 
the girls Henny, Rusty, Dumb and Dummer, (Dumb and Dummer stick together) Our girls 
are called sex-o-link (common brown) and they are very big girls. Janet, Okanogan Valley 
of British Columbia Canada 
 

 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/1/mediumcoop2
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Sue Elliott : I just thought I would write and give you an update on the three ex 
bat hens I adopted last year. Millie, Molly and Mandy are thriving and as you 
will see from the pictures have, in the main got all their feathers.  
 

 
 
The girls have a large predator proof run which I built using the wire from a 
friends disused aviary, and has been dubbed by the family “Hencatraz”, but for 
the most part they are allowed free range of the garden and all the goodies that 
this provides. They like nothing better than to sit and sunbathe on the patio, or 
cheekily chase the wild pigeons away from the bird feeding station. By the way, 
I find your letter to be a riveting read and very informative. Thank you. Sue 
Elliott, Leicestershire England. 
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Linda and Neil : Greetings Gina, great newsletter this last issue.  Really 
appreciate all the tips folks send in.  I have attached some shots of some of the 
girls coming out to meet me on my way to clean the coop January 23rd.  We had 
temps in the 30’s falling to the 20’s but some nice sun in the a.m. and the girls 
were enjoying being out.  The Speckled Sussex are especially active and it 
surprised us how some of both breeds enjoy being petted every now and 
again. Our Salmon Favorelle are friendly but not touchy feely friendly.  During 
the deep winter, coop cleaning consists of cleaning under the roosts and taking 
out any large waste vegetable or otherwise.  It keeps it nice in the coop.    
 
From the 14 hens, 4 of which are coming up to 3 years old, that’s our 
Salmons......and the 5 Sussex and 5 Brahmas we average about 8-11 eggs a day.  
We give them a bit of extra light from 4:30 pm to 8 pm, supplement their game 
bird mix with rolled oats, 7 grain organic cereal, organic sunflower seeds, garlic 
granules and ground minerals.  And of course, oyster shell and grit.  And when it 
is chilly like it has been, we bring warm water mornings and evenings.  If the 
girls should be kept in, we bring warm water at noon along with fresh picked 
greens from our small greenhouse.  They love those.  We have found that the 
water does not freeze or freezes very little if we turn on a heat lamp overnight 
when temps drop to zero or below.  That hangs almost over the waterier.  They 
like that little touch as well.  I know we baby our birds but they repay us with 
excellent eggs and plenty of them.  We are hoping to add a rooster this spring 
again.  More on that later.  Well wishes all,  Linda and Neil 
 

 

 
 

 

Success With Poultry 
 

Practical Advice on Eggs, Feeding, 
Chicks, Housing, Diseases, Incubators and 

Brooders, Turkeys Ducks and Geese 
 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS 
 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/Keeping_Chickens/successwithpoultry.htm
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Louise : Jim isn't the only one with a crazy dog.  We have an english pedigree Cockerspaniel 
who is 11 years old.  She was apparently born in England and migrated to Australia with her 
owners who I think may have been an older couple who couldn't cope with her brother's antics 
so they put both of them "up for adoption".  My kids saw the photo of Honey in the local rag 
and were lucky?? to get her.  She is the funniest dog I have ever met, like Jim's dog she eats the 
chickens food, guinea pigs food, and the rabbits food when we had them, you name it.  My 
daughter only has a tiny vege patch and tried to grow corn.  Then Honey decided it was time to 
eat the ears and they disappeared as did my tomatoes when ready to pick.  I don't think she 
realised that the carrots were under the ground as she loves them as well.  I give her eggs 
occasionally when I have an accident and crack one and she devours the lot shell and all.  I give 
the hens the rest of the watermelon and rockmelons that my daughter buys and when the girls 
have eaten out the centre, I give Honey the shell and she devours that.   She is a horror.  I have 
to watch her when I have the hens out or I will come up later to find they have no food left.  
Sometimes we wonder if she knows that she is a dog!! Louise  Cranebrook, Australia  

 

 
This is Honey.   She really doesn't enjoy the haircut but after, runs around like a new puppy.  

Then the sparrows come and steal the hair for their nests. 
 

 Michelle : I love the newsletter!  I am writing in response to a couple of topics from the last 
2 issues.  Annette was asking about frozen eggs.  Early in the winter I had a problem with 
having 2 or 3 frozen eggs each morning.  We live in Western WI.  It took some time to 
figure out a good timeline and figure out when to collect the first eggs.  The ideal time for 
mine seems to be 8:30 AM.  Earlier and there is nothing to collect and later they are frozen. 
Of course, as you said, good for recipes and scrambling. On the subject of cold and snow. 
My chickens hate to be out in the snow, but love to eat it.  They will peck snow off of my 
boots and they go to the snow line and feast.  If you have cold hearty breeds and enough 
that they can huddle, they don't need heat in the coop.  We have a heated base for the 3 gal 
waterer and on really cold days I fill it with warm water at sundown.  We had an actual 
temp of -30 degrees last week.  I got up early and went out to check and everyone was fine. 
They laid 12 eggs that day.  We have 38 hens, but the building is much bigger than 
that.They group together and keep each other warm.  I also feed hot mash and extra corn on 
really cold days.  They LOVE extra corn. 
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Karen Cunningham : I am loving the newsletter. Chickens are amazing little 
critters. My first three Hewey, Louie and Dewey, the three wise hens were such 
a delight. Sadly both Hewey and Louie became very ill last November and had 
to be put down. Devastating as they become fabulous pets who gave me 
delicious eggs and were on great terms with my dogs. They kept the garden 
weed free, fertilized all of my fruit trees and then there was the amazing eggs 
that come from happy free-ranging chickens. 
 

 
 
So with only Dewey left, we knew that we needed to get her some company and 
so four new babies arrived at our home. Hewey was allowed to be by the nursery 
but not allowed to get too close at first. She is now happily running around the 
garden with the new girls who are three months old. All Rhode Island Reds. And 
all so beautiful and not the least bit spoiled ☺ Even Charlie cat loves his 
chickens.  

 
 

 

 
200 Eggs a Year 

 
Chicken Care Guide 

 
CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS  

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/Keeping_Chickens/200eggs-ChickenCare.htm
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Beth : I love this newsletter - it’s full of lots of interesting and informative 
information. I’ve had 8 chickens for almost 3 years - they’re laying girls, lost 4 
of the originals to illness, and have added 4 new ones - all get along well. I’ve 
enclosed some pictures of my coop (insulated where they roost at night), and of 
some of the girls.   
 

 
 
I have a 40 watt bulb that is on a timer to give them 15 hrs of daylight and they 
have been laying at least 4 eggs a day even in -30 degree centigrade - the water 
has frozen (in spite of heater) but the eggs have been fine… Notice the 
“curtains” between the coop and the run - the chickens can then go outside 
whenever they want (they’re closed into the run at night to keep out the many 
predators we have).   
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Just love having chickens - they’re friendly and helpful in the garden - I have 
them fenced in about ¼ acre of forest and field - to keep them off the highway 
mostly… 

 
Dawn : How long does an average well cared for chicken live? I looked it up but 
get conflicting ages. 
 

My Reply : I don’t know what the average would be. They can live into double 
figures but for most, I would guess six or seven years old is about the best to 
expect. 

 
Sarah : To Heather regarding the neighbor's dog:  If you opt to build a nice 
ranging pen for them be sure to use hardware cloth (like for rabbit hutches) 
instead of chicken wire, a determined dog can rip right through regular chicken 
wire; but the best deterrent I have found for other dogs is my own Australian 
Shepherds.  They don't let ANY other dogs near the chickens and I've seen them 
help protect the flock against hawks as well.  At the first sound of alarm from the 
guinneas or chickens my dogs go running to see what is the matter and chase any 
offenders away.  As a bonus I have trained them to herd the chickens out of my 
garden as well. 
 

 
 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/1/TedsWoodWork
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Lori : We love your  newsletter.  I often forward it to folks I meet when I find 
out they are also chicken keepers.  In January we had about 6" of snow, which is 
very unusual for Georgia.  When we went out to check on one of our rooster 
pens, (yes, we have too many roosters) we found these four boys very vocal 
about the new snowfall.  Their colors were beautiful against the white snow.  We 
also have one hen that just won't stay in the hen pen.  She prefers free range and 
the company of our horses.  She enjoyed sharing a meal with my mare when the 
grass was covered in snow.  Thanks for your newsletter! Lori 
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Donna Irvin : These are our seabrights in their new coop we just finished 
 
Cindy Greely-Wisconsin : Last summer was our first year with predator 
problems. We had a young coyote hanging around the neighborhood. He had 
taken several chickens from our neighbors in broad daylight and we had sent him 
around our house but he had not go to our hens. After coming home from a 
chicken show my daughter put her star rooster in a separate pen-he had been sold 
but they could not take him until the weekend-Saturday morning there was a 
hole about the size of a basket ball in the pen and feathers everywhere—and no 
rooster. We quickly re-enforced our main pen like it was Fort Knox. We also had 
electric fence running past one side of the pen---for the horse’s fence-- so we ran 
a couple lines of electric fence around the parameter of the pen. Mr. Coyote did 
make one attempt to get in—we also set up our son’s deer camera. He was not 
real wise as he choose the side with the wet, muddy ground-----he got a good zap 
or two form that fence—his paw marks were very deep in the mud and he tore 
out of the yard so fast.  We saw him near our home after that but never near the 
barns.  This also helped deter/slow our Jack Russell—who happens to be a slow 
learner on the command “no” and the chickens.  It was a mean thing to set up but 
got the point across to the dog.  
 

 
 

 
 

 
Guinea Fowl 

 
A Guide To Raising Guineas 

 
CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS  

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/1/Guineas
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Nicci Freeman : Its so satisfying knowing that each one of us have our own 
problems with our girls but still love them.  I am glad like Louise, that I live in 
Sydney AU, and don't have to deal with snow and -40 (ugh).  The 40C days here 
were terrible.  My girls have laid much less over the last 2 months and I can’t 
work out why.  I used to get 3 eggs from 4 girls a day, but now its 0-1 a day. 
They are RIR and nearly 2 years old. Can’t see worm evidence on them, but just 
today discovered there may be 3 different reasons!  2 yrs ago I covered my 
gorgeous, clever hubby built, new coop with bird netting and its now wearing 
holes in the net.   Indian mynahs are getting in and it freaks the hens. (first issue I 
think).  I just recently got a Tomcat secure rat bait (after accidentally poisoning 
our 2yo too inquisitive and too agile cattle dog - not happy) and there is not too 
much bait activity, so I don’t think rats are the problem.  
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Last thing I found:  Our replacement puppy (now a 9 month old gorgeous placid 
Irish Wolfhound) had green sloppy poo all over the back yard with little bits of 
white egg shell in it. Frothed up a lot when being hosed away. Hmmm, what is 
going on here?  I think that she has discovered the egg taste and goes in when I 
let the girls out and is now stealing the eggs if there is any I haven’t collected 
yet.  I hadn’t noticed this before a week ago - I caught her coming out of the 
coop with a mouth that was a little opened and sure enough she had an egg 
gently held in there.  Didn't relate it then to my shortfall of eggs, but today, the 
evidence is too strong.  Looks like either she is tied up when the girls are out or 
they are only out after the last egg laid and collected.  Maybe also the heat??? 
They have plenty of water.  I will let you know what the outcome is. 
 
AHAAA! I think I have found some answer:  In the terrible heat the girls 
sheltered under the coop (dark and cool) and some (or 1)  must have laid there. 
Now it’s not hot, she is laying there still and the dog is getting under there and 
getting the not collected eggs.  (ie finders keepers!!)  I have been trying to 
dissuade her but she keeps going back there.  Will see what the next few days 
holds re. egg production !   
 
Update : I think we are back to usual with 3 eggs 2 days in a row (with the girls 
kept in the coop). Today my son let them out early and I got 1 egg (whole) and 
the second egg shell found on the ground later in the day with the dog circulating 
freely.......... Solution:  girls out in the afternoon after egg collection only I think. 
Solved egg production problem!!! Love Nicci. 
 
 

 

 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/1/OffGrid5

